SDCG-12 Actions
V1.0
No.
SDCG-12-01

Action
Tom Harvey to add the link to the 2015 GFOI Early
Warning Workshop report to the GFOI website.

SDCG-12-02

SDCG EXEC to follow up the idea of a JJ-FAST and GLAD
comparison as part of GFOI ALERT

SDCG-12-03

WRI to confirm the broadened scope of the Early Warning
User Needs Assessment (EW-UNA) based on discussions
with CEOS agencies at SDCG-12

SDCG-12-04

WRI to confirm the details of their February 2018 user
forum (i.e. location, dates), as well as possible agenda
time for the EW-UNA

SDCG-12-05

Frank Martin to work with the GFOI Leads to ensure
appropriate GFOI representation at WRI’s user forum, and
any sessions around Early Warning
Frank Martin to raise the possibility of GFOI R&D
component support (e.g. GOFC-GOLD) to the
operationalisation of Early Warning approaches being
studied, e.g. around early warning, inter-comparison
Ake to advise the MGD User Advisory Group of the ongoing discussions around Early Warning, and report back
on any reactions, interest, and potential next steps
Helmut to identify what he sees as EO gaps in the MGD,
and Ake to follow-up in his role as MGD AG CEOS rep

SDCG-12-06

SDCG-12-07

SDCG-12-08

SDCG-12-09
SDCG-12-10

SDCG-12-11

Gene and Frank Martin to complete the baseline coverage
report for 2016-17
Brian’s team investigate including SPOT 1-5 World
Heritage datasets in coverage analyser. Contact CNES
(Cecile Vignolles) to inquire about API for SPOT World
Heritage collection
SDCG Sec follow up need to improve communication of
GFOI achievements (with Barbara @ GEOSEC) and
investigate other opportunities (CEOS Plenary, FAO, GFOI

Due date
COMPLETE
http://www.gfoi.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/03/12thRegional-Workshop-Report.pdf

SDCG-13
Revisit at GFOI Plenary / SDCG-13
After further discussion with GFOI
leads, a consultant coordinated by
GFOI will lead the User Needs
Assessment. Tom is currently working
on the TOR with support from Rachael
COMPLETE
After further discussion, the GFW
meeting in February will not be a good
fit, both due to timing and to a
restructuring of the GFW meeting. The
timing of the forum is still TBD. The
forum committee will develop a more
detailed scope for the forum by the
end of the year

October 2017

SDCG-13

SDCG-13

COMPLETE
Helmut flagged reflection of
Sentinel-1 and 2 in chapter 4, and
better linkage between “Earth
Observations” MGD text and the
tools and actions that are
suggested in REDDCompass
End September for Plenary
deadline
SDCG-13

October 17

SDCG-12-12

Plenary). Also follow up flyer/1-pager on coverage, tools,
archive reports. Write in such a way that publishers/space
news might pick up the news.
Brian to work with Ake to evaluate the ScanSAR data
samples generate a couple of demo products for the
ScanSAR data; then send a letter of thanks.

SDCG-12-13

Yves to provide info to SDCG SEC on the nature of the
Radarsat archive available for use in Vietnam Cube

SDCG-12-14

Ake to remind R&D groups that requests for data can be
renewed
CNES to follow up again with Airbus to see if they can help
or be removed from the list of potential GFOI R&D data
suppliers
SDCG SEC to add SPOT World Heritage Programme data
to the Core Data Streams chart

SDCG-12-15

SDCG-12-16
SDCG-12-17

Helmut to share paper on TerraSAR TanDEM-X Global
Forest Map when available

SDCG-12-18

Co-Chairs to recommend NASA and ISRO do simultaneous
L- and S-band acquisitions for forest monitoring studies

SDCG-12-19

Frank Martin to provide an update on Biomass

SDCG-12-20

SDCG EXEC to confer on the use of SLC vs GRD for the
CEOS radar ARD spec
SDCG EXEC to formulate a plan to update the CEOS
Strategy for GFOI (2011), as well as the SDCG 3-Year Work
Plan. To be presented at SIT-32.

SDCG-12-21

December 17
October 17
October 17
November 17
October 17
SDCG-13
December 17
COMPLETE
October 17
December 17

